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ABSTRACT
A wind turbine captures energy from airflows within the weather systems that drive the atmospheric boundary layer. Winds
flow into arrays of turbines that make up a plant where it flows around and between the turbines, some of which impinges on
individual machines. The flows are reduced and distorted by the layout of the plant in ways that significantly affect the energy
distribution in the wind. The machines push on the air which in turn creates reaction forces that travel through the structure,
which much resist the entire range of weather conditions over a plant lifetime. An offshore structure is also required to
withstand the biggest waves at its installation site. The loads that flow into the drivetrain generate electricity, which is
gathered from the machines within the plant and integrated in to the regional transmission system that connects the entire
continent. All these elements must operate in synchrony for a wind plant to be a success. The ability to compute solutions to
the governing equations describing the physics of wind plant operation are growing by leaps and bounds. The entire breadth
of the system is now routinely modelled in the design process, and the sophistication of the models and computers that solve
them continues to grow as well. It is these computational simulations that help designers understand the complexity of how
the parts of the system interact, and hence allow them to solve problems of system interaction in ways that could not be
considered before these computational resources became available. The modeling and simulation approaches used in each
subsystem as well as the system-wide solution methods to optimize across subsystem boundaries are reviewed including the
current state of the art in modeling and simulation for wind plant design.
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